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University of Arizona Press. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, The Good Rainbow
Road, Simon J. Ortiz, Michael Lacapa, This is the story of two courageous boys and of how they
saved their village. Their village is called Haapaahnitse, Oak Place, and it lies at the foot of a
mountain. Once there was a lake and a stream nearby, but they have dried up. Once rain and snow
came, but no more. Not only did the crops wither and die, even the hardy oak trees have become
brittle sticks. The land has become barren and dry. Two brothers, Tsaiyah-dzehshi, whose name
means First One, and Hamahshu-dzehshi, Next One, are chosen for an important mission. They are
sent on a westward trek to the home of the Shiwana, the Rain and Snow Spirits, to ask them to
bring the gift of water to the village again. The brothers cross deserts and mountains on an
arduous journey until they are finally stopped short by a treacherous canyon filled with molten
lava. "The Good Rainbow Road" tells how the brothers overcome this last challenge and continue
on to their destination. Written in the tradition of Native American oral storytelling and
accompanied by colorful...
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This type of publication is every thing and got me to seeking in advance plus more. I was able to comprehended every thing out of this created e ebook. I
am easily could possibly get a satisfaction of reading a created ebook.
-- Sonya  K oss-- Sonya  K oss

This publication is indeed gripping and exciting. I could comprehended almost everything using this composed e publication. I am easily could possibly get
a delight of looking at a composed pdf.
-- Lynn Lindg r en-- Lynn Lindg r en
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